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Work Being Done
Development of three Data Prototypes combining 
 demand/supply data with the reality on the ground 
to inform critical decisions about the right number of 
 programs, in the right places, teaching the right skills   
to meet industry’s needs.

•  Statewide work with industry to evolve the curriculum  
is underway with strong Bay Region participation.

•  Four colleges are training 100 students via an e-EHR  
Lab Pilot in partnership with CalHIPSO and NextGen.

•  Exploration underway to streamline and move  
externship coordination on-line.

•  Team developed a proposal to invite industry support 
for Diablo Valley College’s program; 

•  Bay Region Lab Managers meeting convened to  
identify and address challenges hindering hiring of 
MLTs;  43 participants.

•  Statewide call convened sharing best practices for  
hiring MLTs; ~100 participants; 

•  May 2013 meeting of college and industry leadership 
to discuss the future of the two programs.

Work to identify a regional scale training need has yet  
to reveal a common need across industry. Team will 
 reconvene in 4–5 months; exploration will continue via 
the Bay Region Contract Education Marketplace.
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Issue Being Addressed
Gathering and analyzing labor market demand and supply 
data is an inexact science that does not tell the story on  
the ground.

Team currently on hold—total of three active team 
 members falls below BACCC’s threshold to convene. Future 
plans to meet with Data & Workforce Planning Team.

1.  The MA job description is rapidly evolving requiring new 
skills and abilities.

2.  EHR software is expensive, needs regular updates and 
requires more IT support than colleges can provide.

3.  Coordinating MA externships is a headache for colleges 
and industry; far fewer sites available than in the past.

MLTs are not getting hired at the rate needed to  sustain the 
two programs in the Bay Region. 

Interest in responding to healthcare training needs at scale, 
as opposed to college by college.


